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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

his study has analysed and compared speciic performance as it was cod-
iied in the nineteenth century throughout France, the German territories 
and the Netherlands. It has used as its hypothetical tool of analysis the 
underlying factual problem of a debtor who is able yet unwilling to per-
form a legal obligation. Two fundamental questions have been posed in 
order to identify the solutions provided by the respective legal systems: (i) 
in what circumstances could a creditor claim speciic performance; and 
(ii) given that he was able to do so, when in practice did a creditor actually 
choose to pursue a claim for speciic performance?

he legal doctrine which emerged during the period immediately fol-
lowing the Reception of Justinian’s Corpus Iuris Civilis until the end of 
the eighteenth century has been subjected to analysis in terms of the irst 
question only i.e. when could a creditor claim speciic performance? he 
debate in Medieval legal doctrine centred on an even more speciic ques-
tion: could a creditor claim speciic performance of obligations to act and, 
in particular, could a buyer claim speciic performance of the seller’s obli-
gation to hand over? For the Glossators and Commentators this was pri-
marily a question of substantive law, which resulted from the Justinianic 
distinction between obligationes dandi and obligationes faciendi. It is likely 
that this distinction only played a signiicant role in respect of the enforce-
ment under Justinianic law—creditors could probably have claimed spe-
ciic performance of all obligations from the outset, whether dare, facere 
or praestare. However, the inal court order had to be expressed in terms 
of either money or a thing. herefore before the enforcement all obliga-
tions to do something eventually had to resolve into a monetary condem-
nation. he fundamental problem that some obligations will eventually 
have to resolve into damages, if direct enforcement is impossible, was thus 
solved before the enforcement. However, the seller’s obligation to deliver 
something concerns the handing over of something and that obligation 
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as such could be directly enforced, including under Justinianic law. Yet in 
respect of its enforcement the seller’s obligation to deliver was regarded 
an obligation to do, since the inal court order also had to be for a mon-
etary amount. he precise solution ofered by Roman law to the case of 
the seller’s non-delivery, and the reason behind that solution, has puzzled 
legal scholars ever since.

he most inluential Commentator, Bartolus, ofered a detailed discus-
sion in the context of substantive law to the question of whether a credi-
tor could claim speciic performance of the debtor’s obligations, and in 
particular concerning those obligations to do something. All obligations 
concerning a dare could be directly enforced and thus could be claimed in 
specie. Although the seller’s obligation to hand over something concerned 
an obligation to do, at least according to Roman law this obligation ap-
peared to be more a dare than a facere, provided the seller was owner 
of the thing sold. In that case the obligation did not necessarily involve 
the debtor’s cooperation and could be enforced directly, as well as being 
claimed from the outset. However, if the seller was not the owner the ob-
ligation to hand over appeared to be more like a facere—in that case it 
resolved into a claim for damages, as did all other obligations concern-
ing an act which required the debtor’s personal involvement. his prob-
lem—the unenforceability of certain obligations to do something—thus 
helped shape the solution eventually posited by Bartolus, which operated 
on a substantive level, namely, that next to the obligation to do a second 
obligation to pay damages came into being.

At the end of the eighteenth century, European legal doctrine, which 
had now been inluenced by a variety of schools of thought—including, 
amongst others, Early Modern Scholasticism, Legal Humanism and Ear-
ly Modern Natural law—essentially provided two theories pertaining to 
speciic performance: a Natural law theory and a usus modernus theory. 
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Natural law theory be-
came the most inluential in the German territories, although the notion 
of speciic performance as the creditor’s primary remedy had always been 
defended alongside the Bartolist tradition since the Glossator, Martinus. 
It rested on a strict principle of substantive law, namely, the speciic per-
formance of all obligations regardless their content, and theoretically 
solved all problems of non-performance or unenforceability during the 
enforcement, by a possible monetary execution of such a verdict. Al-
though speciic performance of all obligations had been promoted since 
Martinus, in the ‘modern’ Natural law of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries (i.e. that expounded by Pufendorf, Wolf, homasius et alii) 
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speciic performance was embedded within a general and abstract law of 
obligations, as the primary remedy for the enforcement of all obligations 
regardless of their source or content. he creditor’s claim was thus always 
directed towards speciic performance; or rather, his claim had to be di-
rected towards speciic performance. Subsequently, if during the enforce-
ment proceedings the execution of a verdict directed to speciic perform-
ance turned out to be unsuccessful, the verdict was possibly directed to 
damages. he problem of the unenforceability of obligations, including 
obligations to do something, was solved during the enforcement. Indeed, 
German procedural regulations at the end of the eighteenth century all 
provided for indirect measures in respect of an obligation to do, and ruled 
that a verdict eventually had to be directed to damages upon unsuccessful 
execution.

he usus modernus pandectarum upheld the Bartolist solution but, un-
der the inluence of Legal Humanism and Early Modern Natural law, the 
theory acquired more of a ‘rational’ context: all obligations to do some-
thing resolved into damages in the event of non-performance, but the 
creditor could obtain speciic performance if those obligations could be 
carried out by a third party. his ‘rationalised’ usus modernus pandec-
tarum theory, as defended by Pothier, obviously incorporated a less ab-
stract conception of the law of obligations rather than providing a single 
remedy for the enforcement of all obligations; it divided obligations on the 
basis of their content or object (giving or doing) and subsequently associ-
ated a certain remedy to those discrete obligations (speciic performance 
or damages). In principle all obligations could now be enforced directly, 
since they either concerned the handing over of something or a monetary 
amount, and because obligations to do either resolved into damages or 
were carried out by way of third party performance, which eventually re-
sulted in a monetary condemnation as well. Here the problem of the non-
performing debtor was solved at the substantive level in accordance with 
the humanistic maxim, nemo praecise cogi potest ad factum: nobody can 
be coerced to speciically perform an obligation to do something. Howev-
er, in the legal practice of these territories, at least in Roman-Dutch legal 
practice, a creditor could claim speciic performance for all obligations, 
which would then in principle be enforced indirectly by way of civil cus-
tody and imprisonment. Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian law scholars, 
such as Groenewegen and Huber, defended the strict Natural law princi-
ple that all obligations could be claimed in specie and could be indirectly 
enforced by way of civil custody; whilst at the same time others, such as 
Vinnius and Voet, defended an elaborated version of Bartolus’ theory. he 
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former appeared to be more in accordance with Roman-Dutch legal prac-
tice.

he various theories and classiications employed to solve the prob-
lem of a non-performing debtor, whose performance cannot be enforced 
directly, can be found again in legal systems and Codes of the late nine-
teenth century and the early nineteenth century.

he gemeines Recht was strongly inluenced by Early Modern Natural 
law scholars, such as Pufendorf, Wolf and homasius, and, for instance, 
Glück maintained that a creditor was even obliged to claim the speciic 
performance of all obligations including in respect of obligations to do. 
Any eventual non-compliance with a court order was solved during the 
enforcement. his theory was rather strictly applied in legal practice at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century. Obligations to marry under a be-
trothal, which would no longer be directly enforced because it was gener-
ally considered unethical, still had to be claimed in specie, even if the de-
fendant had already married another and the plaintif was only interested 
in damages. A stubborn plaintif could pursue indirect execution by way 
of cumulative penalties and civil custody, although the level of coercion 
would never be raised to such an extent that the defendant was compelled 
to marry. Obviously, here changes had to be made both in procedural and 
substantive law, and indeed German territories one ater another forbade 
to (in)directly enforce parties to a betrothal to marry, or even ruled that a 
betrothal no longer resulted in an action to marry.

he Allgemeines Landrecht represented a typical Natural law codii-
cation and followed the foregoing structure of solving the problem of a 
non-performing debtor: all obligations had to be performed, and during 
the enforcement it would appear whether the obligation eventually had 
to resolve into damages or not. hus the enforcement of an obligation to 
deliver generic goods had to be pursued until it turned out that, for in-
stance, the bailif could not ind any rye on the farmer’s premises. Here 
too, plaintifs had to claim speciic performance of obligations to marry, 
even if beforehand it was clear that the defendant did not want to marry 
anymore and would not renege on his refusal, regardless of any indirect 
enforcement measures (cumulative penalties and civil custody). Never-
theless, these obligations were not directly enforced, as had been the case 
in the eighteenth century.

he Code civil represented something of a ‘rationalised’ usus modernus 
codiication. All obligations to do something resolved into damages upon 
non-performance, but the creditor could claim in kind any obligations 
which could be performed by a third party. he performance of certain 
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obligations to act was nevertheless considered essential and these truly 
formed an exception to the general rule: rendering account etc. hese 
were to be enforced indirectly through civil custody. Upon promulga-
tion of the Code civil legal scholars of the Ecole de l’exégèse explained the 
Code in terms of the Code itself. he inward-looking nature of the exegesis 
meant that the original detailed Bartolist theory was ignored, the same 
theory which had formed the basis of Pothier’s principle that all obliga-
tions to do or not to do resolved into damages upon non-performance. 
he provision that all obligations had to resolve into damages upon non-
performance (Article 1142 of the Code civil) meant, according to some 
scholars (including, for instance, Duranton), that the creditor of such an 
obligation immediately had to claim damages and could not even insti-
tute a claim for speciic performance. Nevertheless, most (if not all) le-
gal scholars promoted third party performance as a method of obtaining 
speciic performance of generic obligations to do ater all. However, it ap-
peared that this procedure was not followed in legal practice. Plaintifs 
generally claimed speciic performance of their debtor’s obligation regard-
less of whether it involved an obligation to give or to do or not to do. his 
brought about problems during the enforcement, because in theory such a 
court order could not be made under the Code civil.

he Netherlands originally considered the adoption of a typical Natu-
ral law codiication, the Ontwerp Farjon, but this was followed by an usus 
modernus drat prepared by van der Linden, then the promulgation of the 
Wetboek Napoleon aangepast voor het Koningrijk Holland, and inally the 
Code civil, which all followed the foregoing methodology of solving the 
problem at a substantive level. However, in Dutch legal practice plaintifs 
also simply claimed performance regardless of the content of the obliga-
tion, and the debtor’s eventual non-performance was solved during the 
enforcement proceedings, even though the Codes of Civil Procedure did 
not provide for any measures or any way to solve these problems.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the legal practice through-
out the compared legal systems thus efectively provided creditors with 
the same solution, regardless of the diferences in application (in the sense 
that in France and the Netherlands creditors simply claimed speciic per-
formance from the outset). his resulted in the observance of the same 
procedure everywhere: a creditor claimed speciic performance; if direct 
enforcement (in the case of obligations to give) or third party perform-
ance was claimed and was possible, this was ordered; if only indirect en-
forcement was possible (in the case of obligations to give ‘diicult’ things 
and obligations to personally act, such as marrying) this was ordered as 
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well, and, if the indirect enforcement turned out to be unsuccessful, these 
obligations eventually resolved into damages.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the Natural law codiica-
tions were thus more in accordance with legal practice than those based 
on the usus modernus, particularly in respect of obligations to do. he dis-
puted cases primarily concern goods and acts which only the debtor could 
perform. Speciic performance was claimed for these cases throughout the 
compared systems, regardless of the speciic regime. his suggests that for 
any given solution to be chosen it is not the regime which is decisive, but 
rather the legal problem, and that speciic performance is an appropriate 
remedy for obligations which only the debtor can perform.

During the nineteenth century the codiications and legal systems 
considered had to cope with two developments. he irst was an enor-
mous increase in judicial disputes concerning the trade of generic goods; 
more speciically with the problem of a debtor who did not deliver ge-
neric goods on time. he second, briely mentioned already, was the (con-
tinuing) legal practice of creditors claiming speciic performance if they 
deemed it necessary, regardless of the content of the obligation; more spe-
ciically, it was the problem of a debtor of an obligation to do something 
who was the only capable of fulilling it. he enforcement of such claims 
appeared to be particularly problematic for the usus modernus codiica-
tions and they generally failed to provide an answer.

he irst development appeared to be particularly problematic for the 
Natural law codiications and systems, since they essentially operated on 
the basis of only one remedy: speciic performance. Due to mass indus-
trialisation and in turn a more efective transport network, as well as an 
increase in trade and the availability of generic goods, parties increasingly 
agreed upon the delivery of generic goods. In many cases timely perform-
ance appeared to be of the essence. Under these conditions speciic per-
formance no longer suiced as the primary (and in many ways only) rem-
edy. Obviously the practice of including resolutive conditions within the 
terms of a contract already existed, the lapse of which would allow a con-
tract to be rescinded; but these were an exception and had to be explicitly 
agreed upon. he cases discussed show that in general damages was the 
remedy claimed most oten upon non-performance of obligations to de-
liver generic goods. Moreover, at least for the timely delivery of generic 
goods, damages (i.e. the price diference) even became the primary rem-
edy. his change took place gradually in legal practice and is best viewed 
from an analysis of the gemeines Recht—the system lacked any codiied 
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laws and could thus adapt easily to social and economic changes, which is 
relected in the nature of the relevant judicial decisions.

his problem was solved at a substantive law level in the Allgemeines 
Deutsches Handelsgesetzbuch. he Code entitled a creditor to a choice of 
remedies upon default (speciic performance, damages and recission) and 
even lay down that obligations to deliver generic goods with a ixed date 
always resolved into damages upon default, unless the buyer immediately 
notiied his seller. In respect of the problem of a debtor who did not deliv-
er generic goods on time, damages (the price diference) were codiied as 
the primary remedy instead of speciic performance. In conjunction with 
this change the Diferenztheorie was further developed in German legal 
doctrine, which justiied the use of the remedy, and in particular the price 
diference.

he usus modernus codiications faced less diiculties with this irst 
development, since a choice of remedies had already been codiied (by 
Article 1184 of the Code civil and Article 1303 of the Burgerlijk Wetboek). 
Nevertheless, the same development took place in legal practice. In ad-
dition, here obligations to deliver generic goods with a due date resolved 
into damages as soon as the seller was in default. In legal practice damages 
(the price diference) thus became the primary remedy for obligations to 
deliver generic goods on time.

he problem of a debtor who did not deliver generic goods thus ap-
peared to represent a more speciic problem, which was generally solved 
by damages i.e. the price diference. It may be said that for obligations to 
deliver generic goods on time damages even became the primary remedy. 
Again, it seems that factual legal problems determine the use and avail-
ability of a remedy within a legal system.

he second problem lay in that oten creditors would crave speciic 
performance for some obligations to do ater all, since only speciic per-
formance could indeed provide fulilment. Some of these obligations 
could obviously be directly enforced, such as in relation to both immov-
able and movable property. Some acts could also be directly enforced, for 
instance if they only concerned a Willenserklärung like the registration of 
a deed. Yet for other obligations only indirect execution was feasible, and 
both the Code civil and the Burgerlijk Wetboek had excluded any role for 
speciic performance in their enforcement. During the course of the cen-
tury it appeared that, regardless of these substantive provisions, creditors 
did claim speciic performance of these obligations as well. French and 
Dutch legal doctrine was at irst rather divided, and the majority rejected 
such a claim, or allowed the claim but stated that it resolved into one for 
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damages in the inal court order, or that a subsidiary claim should always 
be included for damages.

his subsidiary claim for damages was used as a way to provide or 
even justify indirect force to compel the debtor to perform ater all. he 
diference with the Natural law system is that until the very end of the 
nineteenth century in legal doctrine these cumulative amounts were re-
garded as damages and not as indirect measures (astreintes, dwangsom-
men). Legal practice applied these cumulative amounts either as indirect 
enforcement measures or as damages. hus it appears that in both the 
Early Modern Natural law and the usus modernus systems essentially the 
same solution was reached for the same problem. However, the moment 
at which the original primary obligation was converted into an obligation 
to pay damages difered. In the Natural law system, the original obligation 
subsisted until the execution appeared to be unsuccessful (whereby the 
penalties were payable to the state), and was then, eventually during the 
enforcement proceedings, converted into damages. In the usus modernus 
system, it depended: either the obligation subsisted alongside the obliga-
tion to pay moratory damages to the plaintif and eventually this primary 
obligation was converted into compensatory damages; or the obligations 
resolved into compensatory damages, which took the form of cumulative 
damages, but appeared to be the inal damages.

hus it seems that whether direct or indirect enforcement will be pro-
vided in respect of a claim for speciic performance depends on the ques-
tion of whether performance can be obtained with or without the debtor’s 
cooperation. he handing over of goods would be directly enforced if they 
consisted of immovable property and other goods which could be recov-
ered independently from the debtor; as soon as these goods concerned 
goods which could only be recovered with the debtor’s cooperation, such 
as legal documents, they were enforced indirectly by way of cumulative 
damages or penalties. he same holds for acts; if these acts could be en-
forced without the debtor’s assistance, such as the registration of a deed 
of sale, they would be enforced directly; if they could only be performed 
with the debtor’s involvement, such as the turning over of children or to 
have every passenger train stop at a certain station or draw up a deed of 
sale, these would be enforced indirectly by way of (cumulative) damages. 
he problem thus not only determines the contents of the claim, but also 
the method of enforcement. However, as can be seen in relation to the 
system of cumulative damages as opposed to the system of penalties, the 
position of the plaintif was not completely the same. herefore, although 
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the problem generally deines the solution, the particular legal system or 
structure determines how this solution is achieved.

Similar legal problems are solved by formulating similar solutions. 
Although legal problems determine the solutions, it is the legal system 
which determines the precise structure of any given solution. For the pur-
poses of this study that structure has been limited to the ability to claim 
a particular legal remedy and its subsequent enforcement. Speciic legal 
problems irst demand speciic remedies. he problem of a defaulting 
debtor who is the only source of performance appears to demand speciic 
performance. he problem subsequently determines the method of en-
forcement. If performance does not depend on the debtor’s cooperation 
it seems that these obligations will be enforced directly; if performance 
depends on the debtor’s cooperation these obligations will be enforced in-
directly and/or converted into (cumulative) damages. he problem of a 
debtor who does not deliver generic goods in time appears to be solved by 
damages i.e. the price diference.

Although these indings date from the nineteenth century, they are still 
valid in relation to the occurrence of similar contemporary problems at 
the beginning of the twenty-irst century, because certain conditions, such 
as bulk markets with luctuating prices, have remained largely unchanged. 
However, it must be said that this study has refrained from ofering any 
practical application for the indings contained therein, for example the 
possible harmonisation of European Contract law. he aim of this study 
has been to extrapolate a deeper understanding, not only of the remedy 
of speciic performance as a concept of the continental legal tradition, but 
of the fascinating relationship and interdependency between law and an 
ever-changing society.




